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Recce Pro HD 8x32 is a light and handy monocular equipped with a reticle allowing for quick and precise assessment of
the distance of the observed object. This monocular has the highest quality optical system made of low-dispersion HD
glass, additionally covered with an anti-reflective Vortex XR " coating. Such solutions guarantee very sharp and
contrasting images with perfect color reproduction. The casing of this monocular has been sealed, which guarantees its
water resistance, and thanks to filling it with dry argon, the problem of the optics fogging during sudden temperature
changes has been eliminated. For maximum protection, the lenses have been additionally covered with a layer of Vortex
ArmorTek ", making them scratch and dirt resistant. This instrument is distinguished not only by excellent optics and a
high standard of workmanship. It has been designed in such a way as to ensure the greatest possible comfort of use.
The rubber-coated housing prevents the monocular from slipping, and the separate focus of the image and the mesh
allows for a perfect fit to each eye. The most important features of the Vortex Recce Pro HD 8x32 monocular " optical
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system made of high-quality, low-dispersion glass ensuring the highest image quality and faithful
color reproduction
"
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lenses covered with a full anti-reflective Vortex XR " coating and a layer protecting against scratches Vortex ArmorTek "
" waterproof, sealed housing filled with dry argon to prevent optics fogging " clip enabling easy attachment of the
monocular " separate mesh sharpness adjustment Technical specifications " magnification: 8x " Objective diameter: 32
mm " optical system coating: full multi-layer Vortex XR " coating, additional ArmorTek " coating protecting the lenses
against scratches " lens material: low dispersion HD glass " field of view: 7.6 ° / 133 m @ 1000 m " offset of the exit pupil:
14.5 mm " exit diameter: 4 mm " minimum observation distance: 1.5 m " grid pitch: MRAD " charging with inert gas: yes,
argon " water resistance: yes " dimensions: 157 x 51 mm " weight: 312 g " VIP guarantee: yes Elements of the set "
Vortex Recce Pro HD 8x32 monocular " case " neck strap " optics cleaning cloth guarantee unconditional lifetime
manufacturer's warranty covering also mechanical damages
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